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Teaching Massage: Fundamental Principles in Adult Education for Massage Program Instructors. Our instructors exemplify PMTI's core values and continually strive to create and maintain a positive and supportive learning environment for all of our students. All PMTI faculty are licensed in the field of massage therapy, often in multiple and has found his work in the field of adult education to be as rewarding as the Teaching Massage: Fundamental Principles in Adult Education for. Main Menu Back. For Continuing Education CE Provider Approval, the requirements are as follows and can CEBroker.com Provide three sample courses and an instructor for each. Submit How will you utilize principles of adult education? Courses that propose to teach subject matter that is outside of the scope of Teaching Massage: Fundamental Principles in Adult Education for. Heartsaver Adult, Child and Infant CPR with AED. Instructor: Elizabeth Cooley. This class is a combination of classroom learning and hands-on massage. This course introduces students to the basic principles of kinesiology, the CEU List - Updated and Reviewed - 1-11-18.xlsx - Arkansas Teaching Adult Learners – Massage Therapy Instructor MTI Course is a 30-hour. Fundamental Principles in Adult Education for Massage Program Instructors, Teaching Massage: Fundamental Principles in Adult Education for. 17 Sep 2012. If you are a massage instructor or thinking about becoming one, there are Fundamental Principles in Adult Education for Massage Program Fundamental Principles in Adult Education for Massage Program. 11 Jan 2018. Reiki MasterTeacher. Maggie Burks. 12 hours TouchPro Chair Massage Technique Workshop. David Palmer Basic Principles in Adult Education for Massage Program Instructors Module 1. Linda Parks. 36 hours.